Dental Student’s Education in the ERA of Pandemic: From Reality to Virtuality: Lessons to be Learned
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Abstract

Background: The pandemic of coronavirus disease 2019 [COVID-19] has become a major public health challenge for many countries around the world. The global lockdown of educational institutions is going to cause major disruption to students’ learning and cancellation of their yearly assessments. Dental students are particularly at risk, due to the possibility of aerosols produced in many dental procedures that were suggested as a way of transmission of the COVID-19 virus. Shifting to online learning is needed in this era.

Objectives: This article aims to review the online learning experience, the effectiveness of tele-dentistry and the importance of implementing dental virtual simulation in preclinical and clinical courses during pandemics. Some suggestions are also provided to widen communication and creativity in the education system. The limitations of online learning and suggested solutions are also discussed.

Materials and methods: Two independent investigators conducted an electronic comprehensive search of PubMed/MEDLINE for articles published between 1993 and 2020, using the following search terms: “online education”; “Tele-dentistry”; “Education during pandemics”; “Virtual dentistry”; “COVID-19 reshaping education”; and “Dental E-learning.” Studies were selected and classified as included or excluded based on the title and abstract of the articles by the 2 researchers, working independently. Articles included were published in English, related to dentistry and online education. Articles excluded were not published in English or related to conventional education. It was not possible to analyze included articles, therefore we decided to do narrative review only. Authors’ points of view and suggestions were also added to shed light on the online learning experience and understand its quality and effectiveness during pandemics.

Results: from 150 articles reviewed, only 30 articles were found to qualify for inclusion. All included articles discussed online education based on experience of authors and provided some suggestions so that online learning experience becomes more effective. All included articles found that online education is a useful tool to be invested at times of pandemics and that it needs to be empowered and improved by schools and universities.

Conclusions: Being successful in riding the wave will take dental learning and teaching into a new era. In the future, every dean and faculty member will understand that online education is not only a potential source for new revenue. Instead, online education will be recognized as an essential core to every educational plan for institutional resilience and academic continuity.

Clinical relevance: After this crisis ends, the innovative characteristic of online dental education needs to be evaluated in terms of quality and effectiveness. As for dentistry, online education alone might not be the best solution in the long-term, but it can be of great benefit to enhance students’ learning and skills in combination with traditional teaching.
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Introduction

As the world is fighting against the COVID-19 outbreak, and according to UNICEF monitoring in April-2020, 1.725 billion students are affected by schools’ closure in response to pandemic. Apparently, 186 countries are applying nationwide closures while 8 countries are applying local closures, affecting almost 98.5% of the world’s student population [1]. Social
distancing is the key element in slowing the outbreak, which has created a new world order requiring a shift in perspective and necessitating thinking in different ways to continue the teaching cycle - learning goes on, displaced, but not discontinued. Classes are moving online, all the participants present at the same time, yet located remotely [2].

It can be noticed that COVID-19 crisis has given the educational systems some advantages that were not recognized before. The role and participation of the individual in the education cycle was improved, every student became responsible for his own learning, and the professors became the guides to create something out of nothing and encourage creativity and innovation. The students have a chance to find their strengths rather than fight their weaknesses. Also, it is noticeable that there is less emphasis on grading and more on being supportive and caring, and finding the spaces where all can work together to discover meaningful and joyful learning.

The teaching of dentistry depends mainly on practical work, either in the labs on phantom heads or in the clinics on real patients. Pre-clinical simulation on phantom heads provides the students with motor skills and procedural knowledge that prepares them for clinical patient care. It also provides them with control of resources and awareness of the time needed to perform different dental procedures, allows them to learn dental procedures in isolation from the patient and the complexities of the clinical environment, and also allows them to practice dental skills prior to working on real patients and this provides some assurance of clinical ability for safe dental procedures [3].

During the COVID-19 pandemic, dental students are particularly at risk, due to the possibility of aerosols produced in many dental procedures that are suggested to be a way of transmission of the COVID-19 virus [4]. Also, it is now believed that interpersonal transmission of COVID-19 virus occurs mainly via respiratory droplets and contact transmission [5].

COVID-19 has been demonstrated to remain aerosolized for 3 hours after contamination and on plastics and stainless steel for up to 72 hours. This makes the dental community a relatively high-risk population [6]. To minimize the risk circle of transmission, dental schools are expected to design training dental clinics in a more spacious area, isolate the dental clinics so that each clinic is independent in design, provide environmental controls such as: different pressure ventilation, filtration systems and air purifiers, with emphasis on quality of personal protective equipment [PPE] to reduce exposure to communicable diseases.

The question here is how the teaching plan will be modified to keep going on despite the global limitations going around. According to the March 16 statement from ADA President Chad P. Gehani. “The ADA is deeply concerned for the health and well-being of the public and the dental team and recommends dentists nationwide to postpone elective procedures” [7]. Thus, there is a reduction in elective procedures available for these students to gain experience, even if the above risks are addressed.

### Tele Dentistry

Tele dentistry might be a valid solution. It refers to the use of online tele-health systems in delivering health and dental services. The term “Tele-dentistry” was used in 1997, when Cook defined it as “... the practice of using video-conferencing technologies to diagnose and provide advice about treatment over a distance” [8]. Formal online education can be divided into two main categories: Web-based self-instruction and interactive videoconferencing. The Web-based self-instruction educational system contains information that has been developed and stored before the user accesses the program [9]. The advantage of Web based self-instruction is that the user can control the pace of learning and can review the material as many times as he or she wishes [9,10], while interactive videoconferencing includes both a live interactive videoconference [with at least one camera set up where the patient’s information is transmitted]. The advantage of this educational style is that the user [typically the patient’s health care provider] can receive immediate feedback.

In addition, Tele-dentistry is used widely and less formally at the grass-roots level. Dental chat rooms are available through numerous dental organizations and study clubs, as well as through individual practitioners who exchange information on a variety of topics [11].

A new education framework is suggested according to Tele-dentistry principle, which constitutes of Tele-teaching, Tele-training and Tele-support (Figure 1).
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**Tele teaching**

Online meeting rooms should be provided by each dental
school. They should be designed to be available for all students and within time limits. Online lectures, case studies, and problem-based learning tutorials should be adopted. In addition, teachers should be available and encourage the students to gain the best results from distance learning and to engage in self-learning and make full use of online resources.

**Tele training**

The importance of clinical training in dental practice can’t be underestimated. While respecting the guidelines of health authorities and maintaining social distancing, the numbers of students attending the clinics can be reduced, and they can be encouraged to share their clinical experiences and learning among each other. In this way, the students all receive clinical information and x-rays on multiple cases examined and treated by a selected number of students who attend the clinic that day. This gives all students a chance to discuss and learn daily from cases even if from a distance, which will ensure maintenance of their clinical training and experience. The clinical experiences could be recorded for viewing by those unable to work in the clinic on a particular day due to COVID restrictions.

**Tele support**

It is proposed that students would get effective support and guidance from their teachers from a distance. Additionally, by making the learning system group based, students would support each other when learning together.

Moving to online learning by using the internet needs speed, cost-effectiveness, and sufficient efforts to maintain and sustain a course [11]. In addition, effective blending of e-learning platforms and technologies are needed to enable educators to provide students with effective and useful learning opportunities. In a study by Harden, E-learning was considered the most important tool in graduate and postgraduate medical education delivery [12]. Additionally, most of the students belong to the millennial generation and are adapted to using technology-enhanced learning resources [13].

We are also proposing some extra tips that can be used to widen the area of communication and creativity in the education pyramid and increase the success of the e-learning experience:

1. **Dental E-Learning Mobile Phones Applications:** The educational sector is the third most popular category of app downloads in 2018 with an 8.5% share, after games with 25% and business apps with 9.8% share [Apple Store Downloads, 2018] [14]. Mercedes and Radel in 2016 examined the use of smartphone technologies in enabling professors to set weekly quizzes that were completed on the student’s smartphone before classes commenced. Their research concluded that using the mobile application increased participation and encouraged continuous learning [15].

   Accordingly, we suggest designing an updated learning application that authorizes discussion chat rooms, online webinars, sharing multimedia learning folders, messages, and assignments for each course, with the possibility to save any given webinar or notes for future use. This one application will be considered a definite teaching resource and all students can access materials flexibly and participate in sharing materials. Ideally the application would send alerts and notifications to all users once new items are shared. University faculties should investigate students’ ability to have electronic resources to benefit from such applications and help those who cannot afford to have any.

2. **Digital Local Educational Magazine:** Students are more interested in following news through smart devices, by which educators can place customized class content in a more interesting way in their hands. Digital magazines released on a weekly or monthly basis, can become an interesting study resource. Digital magazines that allow for searching online for publications and provide the ability to easily share information between colleagues can increase the students’ level of engagement with class content. Students can be more involved in collecting new experiences and information. Also, magazines can encourage students to get into research and share what they find for their colleagues which will be a new interesting experience for them.

   According to Luna-Nevarez, et al., in 2018 the time spent on the digital magazine was very productive, engaging with class content and sparked students’ curiosity and interest. It seems that students enjoy the learning experience provided by the digital magazine and find it useful [16].

3. **Dental Teaching Radio Stations:** Students can get extra information from radio stations. They can widen their knowledge and help them in getting new ideas. They can make them think out of the box not only in their basic theory routine. Also, radio is capable of delivering high quality educational programming to diverse audiences located across broad geographical expanses—all at a low per unit production cost [17]. Studies conducted by the Open University UK have demonstrated that, when used as a supplementary learning tool, radio benefits weaker students [18]. It can play a role in inspiring them to learn more. The Agency for International Development has shown radio to be more cost-effective and capable of exerting greater learning effects than textbooks or teacher-led education [18].

   The role of radio in shaping the society and providing information and education is significant, thus using the advantages of educational broadcasting for improving education and enrichment purposes is proposed andarchiving the radio broadcasts as podcasts for those who can’t listen at a particular time is advised.

4. **Keep groups small:** Participation is required in discussions, so every batch should be subdivided into small groups. The students have a strong preference for small group sessions and for the “small group one case plus peer-teaching” format. It is very clear that this format produces at least the perception of higher learning gain, more goals reached and more active participation [19]. The dynamics of group size is an important component of group work. A small group is often considered to consist of three or more people [20]. Groups of two are called dyads and are not encouraged for group work because there are not a sufficient number of individuals to generate creativity and diversity of ideas. Three or
four members were suggested to be more appropriate. Larger groups decrease each member’s opportunity to participate and often results in some members not actively contributing to the group [21].

Each group should be guided by a co-advisor. The co-advisor manages the discussion rooms and guides them in searching and reaching the answers smoothly. It would be great if weekly clinical scenario discussions are scheduled to teach the students how to use their theoretical information in practical thinking.

5. Encourage multimedia projects: Projects which allow students to combine different types of media [text, audio, video, pictures, graphics, etc.] into one presentation offer an opportunity for participants to actively engage and understand the gathered information. In some cases, what students learn by using multimedia is different from what they learn prior to the use of multimedia. Students may participate in simulated life-experiences, make decisions, and learn the consequence. They can experiment with data and scientific equipment which was not accessible prior to multimedia use [22].

6. Encourage group efforts: The variety of backgrounds and experiences make group discussions rich in information.

Many people cringe and groan when told that they will need to work in a group. This phenomenon is called “group hate.” One way to overcome group hate is to form realistic expectations of group work [23]. According to Beebe and Masterson, there are advantages and disadvantages to working in a group. By understanding the benefits and potential pitfalls, a group can capitalize on the virtues of group work and minimize the obstacles that hinder success [20].

Students working in small groups have a tendency to learn more of what is taught and retain it longer than when the same material is presented in other instructional formats [24,25]. Also, teamwork is highly valued by employers. When NACE asked employers participating in its Job Outlook 2018 survey which attributes-beyond a strong GPA-they most value, employers indicated that problem-solving skills and an ability to work in a team are the most desired attributes and are of equal importance [24,26].

Online vs. traditional teaching

It is worth mentioning that Broudo and Walsh in 2002 stated that online learning in medicine and dentistry provides important adjuncts to all the teaching components [27]. Multidirectional thinking, working and discussing brightens up new ideas which takes the students into the extraordinary and makes them more mindful.

A study suggested to shift teaching strategies from didactic traditional teaching and recommended a combination of other methods such as problem-based learning [PBL], videos, quizzes and group discussions to cater the needs of adults’ learning, change teaching direction from gaining knowledge only to critical thinking and clinical reasoning, and make the whole learning experience more interesting, interactive and effective. In this study, preferences of students on recent teaching methods were assessed. Students found videos to be the most effective followed by questions, PBL, discussion, case study lecture, power point presentation [PPT], quiz, group work, role play and debate, respectively [28].

Mind-maps were suggested as an effective teaching method when applied to theoretical material [29]. A study evaluated the effectiveness and persistence of knowledge between two teaching methods: mind-maps and traditional teaching among dental undergraduate students. Mind-maps were found to be more effective [30].

A drawback of traditional preclinical laboratory teaching in the dental school is that students find it difficult to integrate theoretical knowledge and practical skills and this results in fragmentation of knowledge. Interactive multimedia teaching tools can be added to dental education to improve students’ exposure to the art of dentistry [31].

A MEDI-COL [Medicine and Dentistry Integrated Curriculum Online] site was developed for students in British Columbia University to be used in the distant learning process. This site provides different web-based resources that aim to provide many educational benefits: 1) Observe progress of students and display information about given courses such as time-tables, objectives, handout materials, images, references, assignments, and evaluations, 2) Encourage student-student and student-lecturer interactions [through emails], and 3) Present self-directed learning components, including weekly quizzes that deliver feedbacks about effectiveness of online learning. More than 90% of students used the MEDI-COL site regularly and found it helpful [27].

What To expect from students?

Classroom education is known to be teacher-centered requiring passive learning by the students while online education is often student-centered requiring active learning by the students [32].

Technical capacities of students must be enhanced to meet the requirements of online education. This includes communication skills and teamwork. Online learning will be particularly helpful for students who struggle with engaging in the traditional learning environment as social presence is constricted [33]. This might enhance the self-esteem of students and encourage them to participate in group discussions with confidence, which will be reflected in their effective handling of patients’ emotions and ethical professionalism [34].

On the other hand, traditional classroom learning with face-to-face interaction is a well-established modality for some students who are opposed to change and view online learning negatively maybe because they are technophobes, or value organic student-teacher bonding and thrive sitting in a classroom taking notes rather than sitting at a computer absorbing data [35].

Online teaching will guide the students to benefit from the available online resources. This will encourage them to implement evidence-based dentistry in their clinical treatment planning. The students could meet periodically to present newly completed treatment options based on evi-
dence-based dentistry to their peers [36]. They will start to link clinical expertise, the patient’s preferences, and the most current, clinically relevant evidence, which can help close the gap between clinical research and real-world dental training.

At last, students may adapt to online education as more universities are employing computer-based training and web-based courses, after all, many students grew up cultivating and navigating their social lives on screens and keyboards [32].

Virtual teaching? Is it a thing?

Tactile skills of dentists are important for best dental care delivery. Dental virtual simulation can be an important tool to improve manual dexterity of dental students especially during pandemics to minimize their interactions with patients. Virtual reality simulators can bridge the gap in dental education enabling students to improve their tactile sensation of tissues and assess their competency. It also enables objective evaluation of time taken to complete the procedure, competence of movements and percentage of errors made [37].

The question here is “would virtualization be at the cost of quality of learning?”

One study tried to address this question by evaluating the influence of virtual technology on students’ learning and motivation and found that students using virtual simulators got higher grades and better motivational levels than students of traditional teaching methods [38].

If the online learning experience reaches the expected quality and effectiveness, should it be the default approach, removing the face-face approach along with its expenses. In fact, online learning is not a cheap option, as proper curriculum design and technical support with appropriate funding and staffing is still needed [39].

Expected limitations for Tele-education and suggested solutions

As discussed before, the number of students has an impact on the results of online teaching. Dental school thinking of an online teaching plan should consider accepting a lower number of students to raise the effectivity of their E-learning or modifying their plan to accommodate the numbers they accept yearly.

A suggested modification is increasing the number of training years and dividing groups of students according to that. More credit hours should be given for the increased laboratory training and stimulatory teaching sessions.

In addition, dental schools should set the curriculum including use of technological studying methods from first year and add more in them gradually including planning joint courses with the faculty of technology.

Another challenge is that more skills are required from the instructors for Tele-dentistry education courses because they need to have both teaching experience and technological skills [40]. Educators are advised to manage expectations and performance of students in the online learning experience, they are also advised to be flexible in students’ assessment, to master the use of digital platforms offered by the university and to create a supportive and inclusive environment for students who enjoy virtual learning and those who do not.

For a good-quality online learning experience, a curriculum design focused on engagement strategies of students in the online environment is needed [41]. This includes enhancing social learning connections with lecturers and colleagues, encouraging feedback about E-learning methods and using smart technologies and digital learning tools. Thinking of how and what to deliver is critical since teaching the conventional lecture as it is online, reduces the engagement of students. For example, if a 1-hour lecture recording is uploaded online, students might not engage as needed and fail to gain the proper knowledge. Reports showed that students watching long lecture recordings online might get easily distracted by social media browsing [42] which cannot be noticed by the educator. It is suggested that lectures which can be presented live in 1 hour, should be re-designed into a series of 5-7 minutes videos when presented online so that students engage and focus on one or two concepts at a time, integrating mini-quizzes, case studies, and interactive live discussions within the task [43].

Educators need to bear in mind that many students will report feelings of disconnectedness, missing teacher immediacy, and loss of interpersonal interactions they are used to have in the traditional learning environment once transitioned to online learning [44]. This means that more efforts should be made for them to keep the social connection even if at a distance.

Additionally, some students are questioning whether online learning should cost the same as face-face learning or not [45]. Teaching modifications, system changes and infection control upgraded set ups may raise the yearly fees required from the students. To overcome this, the university may offer the students internal jobs in labs or libraries so they can afford to cover the required changes in fees and get more involved in technical teaching and studying experience.

A key challenge to be mentioned is finding an assessment method that assesses to the same quality and whether the multiple-choice style will remain efficient or not for a sustained online approach especially with concerns about cheating. Offering in-person e-assessments might limit the cheating opportunities [46].

Equality of online learning equipment and access to good internet connectivity for all students are essential for learning continuity. Poor download speeds limit the potential of internet resources [especially videos, sound and other large downloads] to benefit students [47]. Also, unexpected interruptions can be an obstruction for planned online courses. It is crucial that in times like these, human tutoring can be facilitated through online and digital means if they are equally accessible to everyone. As a solution, each dentistry college must provide the students with the suitable technical resources and sufficient internet packages to be available as a part of the upgraded online plan.
Conclusion

Being successful in riding the wave will take dental learning and teaching into a new era. Some dental colleges and universities were not delivering any online education pre-COVID-19. These will all change post-COVID-19. In the future, every dean and faculty member will understand that online education is not only a potential source for new revenue but an essential core to every educational plan for institutional resilience and academic continuity. After this crisis ends, the innovative characteristic of online dental education needs to be evaluated in terms of quality and effectiveness. As for dentistry, online education alone might not be the best solution in the long-term, but it can be of great benefit to enhance students’ learning and skills in combination with traditional teaching.
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